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"Crammed with everything you need, and I mean everything. Simple explanations with brilliant illustrations, every conceivable studio tip and trick, a few 'rock star' anecdotes and, as usual, Tim's humor is great." Bob Schwall, Battery Studios     

       Over a thousand easy-to-use tips, hints, tricks, how-tos, setups, explanations and suggestions for today's recording engineer, musician and home studio user.     

       Get ahead in the business - be the engineer everyone wants to hire - achieve success with the very best recordings. Tim Crich's bestselling Recording Tips for Engineers provides the knowledge you need to rise to the top. From years of experience working with big name rock stars, Tim Crich shares his expertise and gives you all the essential insider tips and short cuts. 

Great for engineers of all levels, this guide is packed with simple and practical advice using real life studio situations. The bulleted lists and clear illustrations will save you valuable time and allow for fast in session reference. 

Includes: 

* Tips on proper microphone choice, setup and placement
* Full sections on equalization and compression methods
* Guidance on recording drums, guitars and vocals 
* Advice on creating professional mixes
* Best ways to take control of your recording environment                                       

* Packed with insider tips and short-cuts to achieve the very best recordings
* Written in a concise and entertaining style for fast, in-session reference
* Learn from an experienced pro who has worked on records by the Rolling Stones, Bob Dylan, John Lennon, KISS, Billy Joel, US, David Bowie, Bon Jovi and many more!     

       About the Author
   
Tim Crich has over 20 years of experience in the recording studio, and worked on records by The Rolling Stones, Bob  Dylan, John Lennon, KISS, Billy Joel, U2, David Bowie, Bon Jovi, Ozzy, Cher, Bryan Adams, Tuff Beans and many more. He has engineered for some of the biggest producers in the world.

He is also author of the bestselling 'Assistant Engineers Handbook' (Black Ink Publishing).
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Game Programming All in OneCengage Learning, 2004

	Create your own high-caliber games with some of the same tools used by professional game developers! If you have a working knowledge of C or C++, then "Game Programming All in One, 2nd Edition" can get you started on your journey. It uses hands-on projects to explain each new subject and includes many sample programs to reinforce...
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Public Administration in Europe: The Contribution of EGPA (Governance and Public Management)Palgrave Macmillan, 2018

	This book considers the ways in which public administration (PA) has been studied in Europe over the last forty years, and examines in particular the contribution of EGPA, the European Group for Public Administration, both to the growth of a truly pan-European PA, and to the future of PA in Europe. The book provides a lively reflection on the...
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The Audit Committee HandbookJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	The Audit Committee Handbook,


	Fifth Edition


	The classic handbook to audit committee responsibilities—completely updated to cover the latest guidance with practical insights on the new functions of the audit committee.


	Now containing the newest regulatory guidance impacting audit committees, including new...
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Python for Data AnalysisO'Reilly, 2012

	
		The scientific Python ecosystem of open source libraries has grown substantially over the last 10 years. By late 2011, I had long felt that the lack of centralized learning resources for data analysis and statistical applications was a stumbling block for new Python programmers engaged in such work. Key projects for data...
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Enterprise JavaBeans (Java Series)O'Reilly, 2001

	
	
		This book is about Enterprise JavaBeans 1.1 and 2.0 the second and third versions of the Enterprise JavaBeans
	
		specification. Just as the Java platform has revolutionized the way we think about software development, Enterprise
	
		JavaBeans has revolutionized the way we think about developing mission-critical enterprise...
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Medical Response to Terrorism: Preparedness and Clinical PracticeLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2004
Even two decades ago, few would have imagined that terrorism would be planned and carried out on such an enormous scale as it is today. Terrorist attacks rely on horror and surprise, invoking different times, places, victims, and methods. Their purpose is to cause widespread confusion, fear, injury, and death. They disrupt security,...
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